
MY BLOODY VALENTINE

 



Each bout will have two 20 minute periods,
with a 10 minute half time (~50 minutes total)

 
Between games, visit our vendor village, enter our raffle,

and send a valentine to your favorite skater!



Anna-Maniac  #721
Buttah  #52

Claudia  #828
Jeneral Kaos  #4
Killah Reel  #23

Lady Quebeaum  #34
LithuManiac  #11

Panic! at the Roller Disco #668
StingRae  #99

Tara Boom Dee A  #17
Hell B. Elby  #14
RoboChop  #75

PhDevious  #602
Scratch  #112

Slaughtermelon  #203
P.R. Nightmare  #98
Illegal Peaches  #72
Shudder Speed  #26

 
Bench Coach: Starbuck

Anne Bashaway  #227
Chemical Burns  #149

AnaRoll  #100
H. E. Double Hockey Sticks #7734

JK Jakes  #44
Kitty Kitty Bang Bang  #10

ShredHerSilly  #130
Byers Remorse  #13

Nikki Trikki Savi  #3404
Blaze O’Gory  #911

Ratt Poison  #33
Devastation  #309
Jynx Dagan  #67

Guillotina  #7
Bex Bo Bomb  #34
RIDIN Dirty  #378

Debbie Slaycomber  #112
RABID  #120

 
Bench Coach: Slaughter Lily

Dread Alert  #616
Basha Kneesta  #716

Chick N Strip  #00
Feral Crow  #42

Heart burns  #21
Juke of Windsor  #7
Ragey Paws  #817

Slamyou L. Jackson  #28
TriScaraTops  #555
Tearin' Tina  #2517
Trouble Helix  #88

Wrecka  #28
Tricky Nicky  #671

Lisa Tank  #143
Snake Bite  #66
Jezzybaba  #888

Smashsquatch  #4
Shred Bundy  #240

 
Bench Coach: Sarah Lizzie



Each team fields 4 Blockers and 1
Jammer. Blockers attempt to
take the position most
advantageous for their Jammer
while setting up to block the
opposing Jammer. Play starts
with a single whistle blast.**

During the first pass, the first Jammer
to pass all in-play Blockers in the pack
legally is Lead Jammer. Lead Jammer
status is signaled by the officials
blowing two short whistle blasts and
pointing at the Lead Jammer .**

In subsequent passes, Jammers
earn 1 point for each opposing
player they pass legally. The
opposing Blockers will try to stop
the Jammer, while helping their
own Jammer through the pack.**

Two 14-skater teams play two 30-minute periods. Each
period consists of multiple "jams." Each jam is an
opportunity for both teams to score points. A jam lasts
two minutes unless the Lead Jammer calls it off herself.

It is legal for a player to block their opponents with their
hips, rear, and shoulders. It is not legal to block to the
back, to trip, or to elbow another skater. Players
committing illegal actions go to the penalty box for 30
seconds while their team plays short.**

** All text and design for this page come from the 2017
International WFTDA Playoffs in MALMO program: bit.ly/3RXNJfg

http://bit.ly/3RXNJfg


** All text for this page comes from the 2017 International 
WFTDA Playoffs in MALMO program: bit.ly/3RXNJfg

Jammers wear a star on their helmets and
are the scoring players for each team. The
Jammers attempt to pass the opponents
as many times as possible by sprinting
around track and lapping the pack.**

The Pivot is the Blocker that wears
the stripe on their head. They are the
only Blocker that is allowed to accept
a star pass from the Jammer, thus
becoming the new Jammer and
gaining the ability to score points.**

The Blockers are simultaneously focused
on stopping the opposing Jammer from
passing them and assisting their Jammer
to pass the opposing team’s Blockers. The
pack is formed by the largest group of
Blockers with players from each team on
the track.**

http://bit.ly/3RXNJfg


 

https://twitter.com/FreeStateRD
https://www.instagram.com/freestaterd/
https://www.facebook.com/FreeStateRollerDerby/
http://www.freestaterollerderby.com/
mailto:%20freestaterollerderby@gmail.com
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